Abstract. We give an efficient algorithm for solving resultant form equations over number fields. This is the first time that such equations are completely solved by reducing them to unit equations in two variables.
Introduction
There is an extensive literature on solving various types of resultant form equations. Let R be an integral domain, let 0 = r 0 ∈ R, f ∈ R[x] be given and consider the solutions of (1) Res(f, g) = r 0 in g ∈ R [x] .
Under various assumptions many authors, including W.M. Schmidt [14] , J.H. Evertse and K. Győry [5] considered this problem. In the number field case, I. Gaál [7] gave an efficient algorithm to find all monic quadratic g satisfying the equation. Polynomials of "small" height satisfying the equation were calculated by I. Járási [11] . Continuing our study of diophantine equations over function fields [8] , [9] , recently we considered the problem of solving resultant form equations [10] . In this paper we show how those ideas can also be applied in the number field case.
Resultant form equations are known to give a typical example for unit equations in three variables. If α 1 , . . . , α n ∈ R are the roots of f and β 1 , . . . , β m ∈ R are the roots of g, then equation (1) implies
where the fractions are elements of a suitable group of S-units of R. Since there are no effective results on unit equations in three variables, no algorithms were developed to solve equation (1) completely. In this paper we show how to reduce resultant form equations to unit equations in two variables and how to solve completely equation (1).
Reducing resultant form equations to unit equations in two variables
Let K be a number field of degree d with ring of integers Z K . Assume that f (x) ∈ Z[x] is a monic polynomial of degree n ≥ 2 with roots α 1 , . . . , α n contained in Z K . We suppose that f has at least two distinct roots, say α 1 , α 2 . Let 0 = r 0 ∈ Z and m ∈ N be given. We want to determine the monic polynomials g(x) ∈ Z[x] of degree m with roots
Obviously, the above polynomials satisfy
If all roots of g are equal to β, then equation (2) can be written in the form
That equation can be solved easily in the only unknown β. Our arguments are based on the identity
This is obviously a unit equation in two variables. This enables us to give effective upper bounds for the heights of the solutions of equation (2) (cf. Section 3) as well as to give an efficient algorithm for finding all solutions of equation (2) (cf. Section 4). In Section 7 we illustrate our algorithm with an example.
Effective upper bounds for the solutions of resultant form equations
Let R K , h K , r denote the regulator, class number and unit rank of K, respectively. Let S be a finite set of places of K containing the infinite places, such that S contains all places of K lying above any rational prime dividing r 0 . Denote by P the maximum of these primes (P = 1 if there are none). Denote by s the cardinality of S and by R S the S-regulator of K (cf. [2] ). For any algebraic number γ ∈ K of degree k the absolute height of γ is defined by
where a 0 is the leading coefficient of the minimal polynomial of γ over Z and γ i are the conjugates of γ. As usual, |γ| is the size of γ, that is, the maximum absolute value of its conjugates. Let h 0 = h(1/(α 1 − α 2 )). In the following we set log * c = max(log c, 1) for any c > 0. Finally, let
Using the above notation we obtain
In the theorem H(g) is the usual height of the polynomial
, that is the maximum absolute value of its coefficients.
Proof. Consider the unit equation (3) . The theorem of Y. Bugaeud and K. Győry [2] implies
and
Since this holds for any
i (1 ≤ i ≤ m), we obtain H(g) < 2 m (c d 3 + |α 1 |) m .
An efficient algorithm for solving completely resultant form equations
Denote by η 1 , . . . , η r a set of fundamental units of K. These can be calculated by Kash [3] . If we intend to calculate all solutions g(x) ∈ Z[x] of equation (2) 
This is an ordinary unit equation in two variables. We only give a sketch of the main steps of the standard arguments. For details consult [6] and [2] . (5) log |η
Let us use the i 0 -th conjugate of all elements in equation (4) . For simplicity, from now on we omit the notation of this conjugate by noting that the following procedure must be performed for all possible values of i 0 . Using Baker's method (e.g. the estimates of A. Baker and G. Wüstholz [1] ), by equation (4) and the estimate (5) we get
with a big constant C (coming from Baker's method). Comparing the left and right hand sides of these inequalities we get an upper bound B ≤ B 0 . This bound is usually of magnitude 10 30 − 10 100 .
Reduction
The huge upper bound B ≤ B 0 obtained by Baker's method can be reduced by using the inequality
which follows from the above estimates. The reduction procedure is based on Lemma 2.2.2 of [6] . We cite here an appropriate form of this statement. Let H be a large constant (to be specified later) and consider the lattice L spanned by the columns of the r + 2 by the r + 1 matrix ⎛
Denote by v the first vector of an LLL-reduced basis of this lattice (cf. [12] , [13] . We reduce the bound by using the above lemma repeatedly usually in 3 to 7 steps. Especially the first reduction step requires multiple precision arithmetic. The final reduced bound B ≤ B R is usually of magnitude 50 − 500.
Sieving
If the unit rank r is larger than 4 or 5, then the range
still containes far too many possible vectors (b 1 , . . . , b r ) . In this case we use sieving (cf. [6] for details). We find a prime number p (not dividing the discriminant of K) such that the polynomial f splits into distinct linear factors modulo p. Let p be a prime ideal lying above p, then we can calculate integers e ji , g i , d i such that
Then the conjugates of the unit equation (4) are of the form
ri ≡ 1 (mod p). It is now easy and fast to check if the norm of (1 − δ η
Note that this test requires p r steps instead of (2B R + 1) r steps, which is essential especially if p < B R . If an exponent vector (b 1 , . . . , b r ) is suitable mod p, then we generate all integer vectors corresponding to it in the range (7) and test these vectors modulo other primes.
7. An example
Denote by K the field generated by a root α of f over Q. We are going to find all monic irreducible g of degree m = 4 with roots in K satisfying (8) Res
The field K is totally real cyclic, it is one of the well-known simplest quartic fields. The Galois automorphism is given by σ(x) = (x − 1)/(x + 1). Denote by α (i) and β (i) the roots of f, g, respectively (1 ≤ i ≤ 4). Taking norms in the equation
we find that the product of the four equal numbers
) can be ±1, ±2, ±4, ±8, ±16 and the same holds for β (1) − α (2) .
Using Kash [3] we calculate the fundamental units in K as well as a complete set of nonassociated elements of norm ±1, ±2, ±4, ±8, ±16. We find that there are no elements of norm ±2, there are four elements of norm ±4, no elements of norm ±8 and six elements of norm ±16. The elements γ, δ may attain one of these ten elements or ±1.
The application of Baker's method gives B ≤ 10 23 . This bound could be reduced to 115 in three steps in all the above cases (depending on the value of δ). In the first reduction step we used 200 digits precision and took H = 10 100 . The reduction took just a few minutes.
We used sieving first modulo 13, this prime is rather small, hence the first sieving procedure was very fast. For all exponent vectors (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) , suitable modulo 13, we generated all corresponding integer vectors with coordinates in the range (−115, +115). Then we tested these vectors modulo 47, 523, 557. This test took a few hours, since it had to be performed in all cases depending on the value of δ.
We tested the numerical values only for those exponent vectors (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) that passed all of these modular tests; there were about 3000 such vectors. Representing β (1) we calculated the other roots by taking conjugates and then tested if (8) holds for the polynomial g.
Finally, we found that the only (irreducible) solution of (8) is the polynomial
for which Res(f, g) = −16.
As a byproduct we also found that Res(f, x 4 ) = 1.
Remark. Calculating the basic data of the number field, K was performed in Kash [3] . All other computations were executed in Maple under Linux on a 1.5GHz PC.
